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TION ALSO THRUST FORTH
AS TRUTH.
MIGHT YOU
NOT SUE US ALSO ON THE
BASIS OF YOUR HOLY
BIBLE?

RESPONSE TO ED DeMAR,
R
TO
G FKOM DeMAR.

YOU MIGHT FIND THIS
EVEN MORE STRANGE INDEED. THERE ARE THREE
PERSONS WHO CAN PRESENT
DOCUMENTATION
WHICH IS VERBATIM TO
DHARMA’S
AND
THEY
KNEW
NOT
DHARMA-THEY
DID,
HOWEVER,
KNOW
VERY
WELL,
SANANDA AND KUTHUMI
AS WELL AS MYSELF AND
ATON. ONE, G, TRAVELED
FROM MICHIGAN TO GG

I shall give you the information I
wish appended as we move along
in this response. I further realize
you are weary of the subject but
the rantings and ravings poured
back into these realms needs
quieting. Mr. Cooper is about to
make a serious public blunder
based on non-information and
you who receive these journals
deserve answers. We shall make
one more response to the persons designated and the ones on.
Mr. DeMar’s listing and then we,
shall take no more of the pr&
cious time allowed us for the
projects, to tend this ridiculous
mess. I repeat something I have.
said over and over---IF YOUR
WORDS BE TRUTH AND
PLACEDAS‘I’RUIH~A
PUBLIC DOCUMENT, .AND
WE SPEAK TRUTH-WHY
WOULD YOU CALL THE INFORMATION ‘FALSE”?. AND
ALSO .CLMM
IT TO’ BE
PLAGIARIZED?
THAT NOT INDICATE E
YOUR PRONOUNCEMENTS
UPON A TRUSTING PUBLIC
TO BE FALSE? OUR DOCU-

EkWZ%?
TI-IIi%m%
ARE “N” OF-NEW MEXICO
AND THROUGH ONE, “MA”
-T&i ANOTHER RECEIVER
.VHICH
I CHOOSE
TO
PROTECT FOR YOU ONES
KNOW HER AND YOU
BREAK YOUR -BOND OF
PRCTECTION TO YOUR
BROTHERS. BELIEVE ME,
THERE
ARE
OTHERS FOR.WE WE
NEVER PLACE SUCH JEOPARDY~UPON
ONE AS TO
BURDEN
THEM
WITH
BEINGTHE”ONLY ONE”!
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You are allowing certain ones to
annihilate your reputations in
the name of “God-ness” and this
is the last effort I shall make to
give you input. D and T have
only apprized themselves of one
Journal having read completely
as of last week. Sister has not
read any of the Journals in total
after publication and bases a
most foolish pronouncement on
RAINBOW MASTERS which
u@zes speakers she Cl& to .be
her own to only a minute
amount to precipitate this exact
response
How 6 it that the
based
on
emphasis
is
materials
proclamation
of
dlized
“ftom SECRET’ OF
THE mES!!
‘which does not
so.much as mention Sister Thedra? .That ,.publi+ion was written by ’ tine deceased.. George
Hunt Williamson~under the pen
name of Brother Philip.

Dear Sirs and Madams:

~#Ofl-,f$$$‘fijij:+@find that, although
im,;that “Dharma’s Hatonn,
tJTlIEE. VALn> ~OR.@G
,,+namia,
. j Atp, 1 Kuthumi,
.

Ashtar, etc.,” are not the same as
yours, I would suggest that ones
might take notice of that which
you say and proclaim. We are
certainly the ones who
“once” spoke with you and attached is information which
might indicate that you recognized that fact.
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Dharma, we shall quote and
t&xmulell~mwe go+lQYl&
%eai.lik
G: I am en-.
dosing a Seven-page letter
.., ..

which substantially discredits
The Phoenix Journals for
which you are listed as publisher.
“The question of deliberate and willful plagiarism
from more than one source is
raised. As you are aware
(from material circulated in
the continuing
“journals”,
prior to your recently becoming publisher of the
newsletter format, at which
time an improvement in content was noted), at least one
of the victims of the plagiarism has threatened litigation.”
The one, Bill Cooper, who
threatens to sue is quite a toy
and plaything of you who badger
and feed him misinformation.
Why would he sue the Dharma
Oberlie?, or the GG?
Why
would he not sue the Gatehouse
from whence supposedly came
the information in the first place
as they claim. They claim to
have sent a document called
Operation Majority - MJ 12.
The only document received
from ASSK was on August 17
(as SPACE-GATE was getting
under way). That xeroxed copy
was something referred to as
The Secret Government and was
a copy which bore no copyright
on the copy received, it was
simply
a
photocopied
compilation of rather rough
writing. I repeat, Dharma nor
Oberlie had any knowledge of
one Bill Cooper.
In retrospect, Mr. Cooper ended
his dissertation with.
“The
conclusions are inescapable.”
“(1) The secret power structure
believes that, because of our
own ignorance or by Divine de
tree, planet Earth will self destruct sometime in the near future. These men sincerely believe that they are .doing the
right thing in their attempt to

save the human race. It is terribly ironic that they have been
forced to take as their partner
an Alien race which is itself engaged in a monumental struggle
for survival. Many moral and legal compromises have been
made in this joint effort. The
compromises were made in error
and must be corrected and those
responsibIe should be made to
account for their actions. I can
understand the fear and urgency
that must have been instrumental in the decision not to tell the
public. Obviously I disagree with
this decision. Throughout history small but powerful groups of
men have consistently felt that
they alone were capable of deciding the fates of millions and
throughout history they have
been wrong. This great Nation
owes its very existence to the
Principles of Freedom and
Democracy. I believe with all my
heart that the United States of
America cannot and will not succeed in any effort that ignores
those Principles. Full disclosure
to the public should be made and
we should proceed to save the
human race together.
(2) We are being manipulated by
a joint human/alien power Structure which will result in the partial enslavement of the human
race. We must use any and every means available to prevent
this from happening.
(3) The government has been totally deceived and we are being
manipulated by an alien power
which wiIl result in the total
enslavement and/or destruction
of the human race. We must use
any and every means available to
prevent this from happening.
(4) Something else is happening
which is beyond our ability to understand at this time. We must
force disclosure of all the facts,
discover the truth and act upon
the truth.
In any ‘Caseywci MUST force

disclosure of the truth or no
matter what happens we will
surely deserve it. The situation
in which we find ourselves is due
to our own actions or inactions
over the last 44 years. It is our
own fauh and we are the only
it.
ones who can change
Through ignorance or misplaced
trust we as a people have abdicated our role as the “watchdog”
of our government. Our government was founded “of the
people, for the people, by the
people”. There was no mention
or intent to ever abdicate our
role and place our total trust in a
handful of men who meet secretly and decide our fate for us.
In fact the structure of our government was designed to prevent
that from ever happening. If we
had done our jobs as citizens this
could never have happened.
Most of us are completely ignorant as to even the most basic
functions of our government.
We have truly become a nation
Sheep are always
of sheep.
eventually led to slaughter. It is
time to stand up in the manner
of our forefathers and walk like
men. I remind you all, that the
Jews of Europe marched obediently to the ovens, after having
been warned, believing all the
while that the facts could not
possibly be true. When the outside world was told of the holomust xmmrring in Hitier’s Europe it was not believed. I state
here and now that Hitler was
manipulated by these same
aliens.
I have brought the truth as I
know it. I do not care what you
think of me. I have done my
duty and no matter what fate lies
in store for me, I can truly meet
my maker with a clear conscience. I believe first in God.
The same God that my ancestors
believed in. ( I believe in Jesus
Christ and that he is my Savior.
1’believe second in the Constitution of the United States of
America, as it was written and

meant to work. I have given my
oath to protect and defend the
Constitution
of the United
States of America against all enemies foreign and DOMESTIC.
I intend to fulfill that oath.
Thank you, Milton William
Cooper.”
*****

We of the Command took exception to the falseness of Mr.
Cooper’s conclusions and several
other points within the copies of
papers. We credited him with
good research but discounted his
conclusions for he knew no better.
We have since recognized Mr.
Cooper’s work in that a dedication of the forthcoming Journal,
CRUCIFIXION
OF
THE
PHOENIX is made unto him for
his research compilation efforts.
His conclusions are incorrect
and he gives no credit to the very
Hosts of Heaven coming forth
with the God he also claims, in
this time of turmoil. As for the
other subject regarding O.H. Krill, I shall leave that to the readers---please see the letter attached from John Lear. I now
get credit from ASSK for having
first given forth Mr. Krlll. Well,
it was done in such tongue in
cheek manner that the authors
of Mr. Krlll recognized the truth
of SPACE-GATE. THE VEIL
REMOVED as being authentic-at the time of first reading.
There are other points of interest come forth since, in much
ado about nothing, such as animal mutilations, etc., which is incorrect also.
However, Mr.
Cooper has suffered enough at
the hands of his “so-called
protectors and friends”. He has
no P;ickwith this scribe nor with
Me, he should look unto the
ones who have done him in in
heinous manner while proclaim-~i:-~in~~~$b’
protect his interests.
:‘@erl.i, please attach a copy of
.J: the., Dedication to this docuc:, .- -:,...‘%F.“; .
. .<, ,:;
‘,
.::

ment).
Mr. Cooper further claims to
wish to inform the public “no
matter what happens”. He further indicates that the material
must be made available “no matter what fate lies in store for
” and “I believe first in God.
ge same God that my ancestors
believed in. I believe in Jesus
Christ and that he is my Savior- - - -1’
Could this be the same man who
left the following message on
Dharma and Oberli’s phone machine on Friday last and was
played to an audience of some
fifteen persons ? Undoubtedly in
response to the pile of disinformation supplied by Ed DeMar.
Late evening, Friday, 2/16/90:
“Hello
Oberlie
&
Dharma. (Not the names he
used) It took me a while but
I finally got you crooked little
pukes pinned against the
wall. This is BiIl Cooper and
I’m coming after you with
every fucking legal thing in
the book. Have a nice day.”
(Hang-up)
GG attests that this indeed was
Mr. Cooper’s voice and not that
of an imposter.
As you might suspect, Dharma
had recently spent a great deal
of time receiving the dedication
referred to above, and she was
intent on “certainly not including
it” after the hone call. Nay, we
honor Mr. CL per for his work,
not his irrational behavior based
on misinformation. Of all the
blatherers about. UFOs, we
honor Mr. Cooper for his intent
is correct and his conclusions can
be altered as he becomes in
communication with Space Command Soheit.
.

deliberately defrauded you and
further, that what they print is
false and further, that you did
not actually mean what you said
in your own document. Perhaps
the wrong party is suing. Mr.
Cooper, you have been most
badly used and not by these
ones. You are further going to
have to stomp over some 15 or
more credited authors regarding
MJ-12 etc., who have used the
same information.
Do that
which you please but these ones
utilize the other materials we
give forth in the Journals and
you will glean naught but a most
bad reputation.
Back to ED DeMAR’s letter:
“I am in the process of
adding a special chapter to a
book tentatively scheduled
for publication this Spring
that will detail these charges
and will include additional
material I have obtained, as
well. The additional material
concerns the activities of
Dharma and Oberlie and involves the Rasputin-like influence of an alleged being
identified as Hatonn. There
is an appearance of fraud if
not actual confidence-game
activities. The chapter will
be entitled Satan’s Autobiography (The Devil Made
Me Do It): New Light on the
Phoenix Journals.
I shall
send you a copy of this chapter in a few weeks; I intend
to publish it as an excerpt
with an associated bibliography in advance of the book’s
publication. Should youwish
to respond to this letter and
this situation, I would be glad
to consider inclusion of your
remarks 4n the forthcoming
chapter.
So be it. Would it not appear
herein that Mr. DeMar plarrsto
plagiarize some of Dharma$@nd
alleged being Hatonn’s w$#rk--and I doubt Dharma wil$#ve
-.
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permission although I shall be
most happy to allow of it.
Sounds as if it should be entitled
“OUT ON A BROKEN LIMB”
to me! The additional material
activities
of
the
concerns
Dharma
and
Oberlie
and
somehow involves Rasputin-like
influence of an alleged being
identified as Hatonn. How so,
Attached are
Mr. DeMar?
numerous
documents
which
were sent and brought into this
place by one T and one Sister
Thedra. I do not believe you can
have of it both ways, Mr.
DeMar.
Further, you have
bargained with a 90 year old lady
to purchase her precious receivings and mutilate them in your
game to discredit truth.
You said it, I did not: ‘The chapter will be entitled Satan’s Autobiography.” You give yourself
away, Mr. DeMar--You now
proclaim yourself as Satan himself? Autobiography indicates
self-biography!
Why do you
work so hard at discrediting the
Journals--is there not enough
room for truth in the marketplace, or are you indicating doing
that which you proclaim of these
ones as doing--riding for profit
on the Journals’ truth and popularity?
Our work in no way injures Bill
Cooper so why do you effort so
hard at injuring him? Could it
be that you and your henchmen
are trying to stop truth from
flowing?
Do you represent yourself as
some accepted authority as a
writer of great wisdom and truth,
Mr. DeMar, that ones will recognize your work above that of
the Master? I cannot imagine
why anyone would like to comment in your “chapter”, much
less America West. Perhaps you
would like pexmission from Bill
Cooper to priblish his phone
message to Dharma and Oberlie.
Mr. G can supply you with fur-

ther messages of like kind, only
more personally threatening to
this scribe, from Mr. Cooper.
Perhaps you will be eager to
print all the attached
information (to this document) in
your chapter--thank you, I knew
you would!
Quote:
“Inasmuch as this letter
constitutes notice that a substantial part of The Phoenix
Journals consists of purloined material printed without credit, including copyright-protected
material, I
would respectfully caution
you that continued sponsorship and distribution by
America West might be construed by a court as culpability after the fact on your part
and create the possibility that
America West might be
joined as a co-defendant in
any litigation that could develop.”
You, Mr. DeMar, have no idea
about that which you speak.
You have no notion regarding
copyrighted and protected material. You further do not understand the laws regarding publications of materials put forth as
non-fiction for public information, you will not find that mate
rials of The Phoenix J&rrmls,
with the exception of SIPAPU
ODYSSEY, are copyrighted for
that was a ploy to pull ones such
as you and Ted out of the
woodwork, friend. Thus was the
purpose
of the listing of
“protected” persons in the forefront of SPACE-GATE. Ones
who speak falsely and in the service of either the dark energies
or the government or conspiracy
DO NOT WISH TO BE ON
“OUR” PROTECTED
IJSTING! It served its purpose most

-- for it was removed before Ted
received of the manuscript.
about
Funny
thing
those
manuscripts which went to
ASSK--some were even bound
by Ted in spiral binding. Further, the originals released had a
full statement in the forepage
urging all ones to copy and disperse to as many sources as possible.
Now, an aside from Ted’s letter
(attached)
causing misunderstanding regarding use of ‘T’s”
materials. The materials utilized
in SIPAPU ODYSSEY were
discussed with T and D and in
fact, the material bore no
copyright and was in fact bearing
an invitation to utilize the
material.
Further, it was discussed with T and permission
was given with the stipulation of
bearing responsibility if any
changes were made.
To quote T and bring her into
this misrepresentation is heinous
indeed, on your part. As of this
past week they have not read
other than SPACE-GATE and
are being badly used by you ones
and the rewards shall be returned unto you for T was one of
my most beloved receivers and
speakers and you damage her
without recourse or cause.

Little Crow is a beloved friend of
these ones and is, in’ fact, in
preparation of the Oral Teachings which will be published by
America West and ones of
“Dharma’s” friends are in fact
transcribing some 14 audio tapes
presently for Little Crow, (tapes
by Little Crow). Little Crow recently drove from Garden Grove
to spend just enough time with
Dharma to tell her she must be
in the writ&g of at least .four additional Journals before she may
take rest.
There were wondrously m&m and friendly calls
effectively, thank yo~..~,.
Quite a
few poured right out @h@&&& .: exchanged on Saturday, and
w~wo&
Yom mM:i&e
Sunday last. Who and what are
you doing in Sedona at ASSK,

I
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and Mr. DeMar?
As to co-defendancy in any litigation that could develop---have
you ever heard of “Countersuits”
Mr. DeMar? Further, America
West holds contractural
disclaimers of liability for each of
all of the documents---called
“Hold Harmless Agreements”.
Quite legal indeed! Therefore,
it was wise indeed that you used
the word “might”!
QUOTE:
“It became clear to me
after study and examination
of the material known as The
Phoenix Journals that it is
basically fraudulent and has
as its possible ultimate purpose the discrediting of the
entire field of UFO/ET research and investigation, including all serious
researchers therein. As in the
political technique of discrediting an opponent, a
“straw man” is set up -- in the
case of the journals containing a large amount of credible but not yet public information -- side by side with
palpably false information.
Thus the important
and
credible information wiIl be
discarded when the easily
misproven information becomes public.”
Fraudulent? You have just said
the material was plagiarized! Do
you now say that information put
forth by ones claiming to have
had their work plagiarized, lied
deliberately and now plan lawsuits to protect copyrights? Who
is fraudulent, Mr. DeMar?
None of the others in your car-.
ner have so much as read alI the
Journals. You might very well
stand alone at the court of law.
Me discrediting the field of
UFO/ET research and investigation? No, and all “serious” researchers shall be given abun-

dant credit when they attain
truthful conclusions and factual
evidence from other sources
from those who supply the very
information intended to betray
the researchers. Political technique? You said it, Mr. DeMar,
not I. Further, I fully expect
your next statement to bear
truth: ‘Thus the important and
credible information will be discarded when the easily misproven information
becomes
AHO! You are depublic.
pending on exactly that course of
action from ‘your” unsuspecting
public readers---that ones will
discount the Journals and throw
out the truth in favor of this
bunch of B-word broadcasting of
drivel. Further, Mr. DeMar-how is it that you are an expert
in every field covered by the
Journals and have the qualifications
to
announce
them
“basically fraudulent”? Perhaps
there is something regarding you
that I have overlooked?

ers who could be taken in.” Are
these the same ones the
“government” tends all the votes,
money, taxes and wars for? If
you do not class this “latter
group” as idiots then why have
stated
that
the
YOU
“discriminating
reader”
will
“identify (the Journals) as spurious” material? Does this indicate that you expect none. but
the potentially “ignorant and
non-discerning readers” to partake of your material? We invite
ALL to partake of all documents
produced from this portal. ALL
-ALL-ALL! We believe that all
of God’s creations of hu-man
are discriminating enough to understand truth and the plight imposed upon them. We ask them
to read all in the Divine presence of God--you seem to either
wish them to decline having the
material or all in Satan (as in
“autobiography”)
to
share
information.
Quote:

Quote:
‘The overriding tone of
superiority and condemnation which inevitably . attempts to generate fear, employed in the DHARMA material, will identify it as spurious to the dis&minating
reader; yet there are some
potential readers who could
be taken in. It is for the latter category I am preparing
the new chapter.
Thusly, I assume that no one
should have any qualms regarding the Global 2000 PLAN or
Mr. Cooper’s projection of enslavement by “little gray aliens”,
or Sister Thedra’s projections of
catac~ms? How sad-you wish
your brother to sit and selfdestluct without inf0xmati0~ adstame, truth or instructions?

“I believe there is room in
the publishing industry for
the widest variety of material, and our First Amendment certainly speaks to that
consideration. But I also believe there is room in the
publishing industry tb prevent the marketing of material which is known to be untrue and/or has been unethically obtained.”
You mean, of course, that there
is room only for materials that
Ed DeMar &&a to be worthy
of First Amendment consideration. But you would have pre
vention of marketing of material
which you assume to be untrue
and/or has bc+5nunethically obtained-which also MUST be unto your earlier
true actor ’
accusations.9 hades of Salmon
Rushdie,, Mr. Ed I&Mar
Khomem? What areyC$:; ing
to do with the thousands o r .Others who dare to speak out with

truth--to protect your right to
publish that which you are obviously planning to publish? Good
luck, I hope you find a publisher
for you protest so earnestly that
I suspect we might have published something which you had
fully intended to publish on your
own account??? You say there
is plenty of room in the publishing industry for all literature?
THEN
WlY
DOES
OUR
MATERIAL
CONCERN
YOU
SO DEEPLI:
MR DehQR?
“DI+lRiW ‘S
UATERUL”??
DHAM
h%S NO MATEML.’
DO YOU HEAR ME?
Dh54RMA hXS “NO” hUTERUL’
IF YOU REFER TO

GOD’S, SANANDA’S, THE
COHANS, THE MASTERS
AND
SPACE
COMMAND
MATE--THEN
YOU
SHOULD BE MORE CAREFUL IN YOUR ACCUSATIONS. FURTHER, IF YOU
REFER TO THE CONSTITUTION
OF
THE
UNITED
STATES OF AiWERlCA WRITTEN FOR THE PEOPLE, BY
THE PEOPLE AND OF THE
PEOPLE---THE
INFORMATION IS THE CITIZEN’S
PROPERTY!

Quote:
“Controversial?
Fine,
keep it coming. Invalid and
fraudulent? Let it wither. A
public service might be rendered by withdrawing your
sponsorship of The Phoenix
Journals, or, as another
alternative, by inserting a
publisher’s note in each
“book” or document from
“Commander” Hatorm telling
of the charges herein contained, as fair warning to potential readers, along with
commentary,
“Lhe
Fioenix Journals are so bad
they stand out as an
(whining) example of utter
mischief and represent the
heritage of darlmess that
humanity is so willingly leav-

,ing behind, as we are reminded by the words of Master Jesus, ‘Get thee behind
me, Satan’.”
Excellent request, Mr. DeMar. I
hereby request that Mr. G insert
this entire
document
with
attachments into every forthcoming Journal or reprinting
thereof. Further, I ask that Mr.
G send this document with all
enclosures to all on the Express
listing as well as all listed persons
on Mr. DeMar’s enclosure. I
further give permission that all
information be sent IN FULL to
all on the mailing list of ASSK
and Portals of Light, Mr.
Cooper’s mailing list, Ron Paul
& Associates, Inc., Turner
Broadcasting, Vicki Cooper at
UFO magazine, Arcturus Book
Service (Robert and Monica Girard), Inner-Peace
Prosperity
Network’ Emergence! magazine,
Lt. Col. Wendelle Stevens of
UFO Photo
Archives and
Michael and Aurora El-Legion.
I sincerely doubt that ones such
as Wendelle
Stevens
will
appreciate your involving him as
you tend to bring public ones
which have relationships in the
past which would be most .embarrassing brought forth. Cal.
Stevens is most respected by us
of the Command for his works
but even he has had dealings
with ones such as Mr. Elders
which he would not care to have
aired in public, Mr. DeMar.
Mr. Girard has already done us
the honor of total insult (copy of
correspondence enclosed).
Michael El-Legion had an aiticle
(which was
published by
A.S.S.K) stating Ashtar was
going to hop down to old Earth
and romp around with his soulmate, twin-flame (or something
or other), Aurora (Athena). Sister Thedra discounted the information as being false. Do bu
really ,lmow that which you do,

HOW DO I
Mr. DeMar?
KNOW SO MUCH??? BECAUSE I AM EXACTLY
WHO I SAY I AM AND I
TRAVEL IN EXCEPTIONALLY OUTSTANDING AND
QUITE TRUTHFUL
COMPANY!
Mr. Turner has many ones who
commune with him who bear
much input to him regarding
these Journals. Unfortunately,
David Rockefeller is on his
Board of Directors. Yes, this is
the same Rockefeller who is very
high, indeed, in the Conspiracy
Global 2000 PLAN, and the very
same who was just appointed to
the Board of Directors of the
American Indian Museum of the
Smithsonian Institute---he and
his colleague the only non-Indians and bearing the check-book
and the power to control the
rest. The same one indeed.
By the way, you might ask Mr.
Burluni about how he left ASSK
some time back and why he is
back at this time. Further, ask
the one who brought the
“Ecstasy” and gave it to Sister
Thedra in October--about it.
Ask Mr. Hackett about his new
integration and assistance to the
research to documents which
they were given for iafekeeping
(with Sister’s full accc~an~ 2
confidentiality).
Hacketts correspondence
and
response, please--all!) Ask Sister about her experience with
Victory”,
and
“Freedom
“Beyond” and “Galactic All
Stars”--and then I suggest you
put your stones back down most
carefully upon the ground where
they belong. (Enclose the last
correspondence wit& “Beyond”.)
I suggest Mr. DeMar, that you
has been most badly dqed, in.
****
Now for a few responses to
Ted’s letter which now differs
I -#7

somewhat from the first document (also enclosed).
Copies of Prophecies for Tiahunaco were obtained against this
very day and accusations. They
were, further, obtained by R
who works with Dharma and
Oberli but whose mother was
working with ASSK--it seemed
most expedient indeed.
“Secret of the Andes” was in
front of Dharma, for I had her
borrow a copy from one Ranos.
Further, I had audio-transmitted
the portions I would utilize
approximately two years ago---to several witnesses gathered.
This was at the same time Sister
Thedra and her group felt me
authentic enough to come into
this place and share communications
with me
and
Sananda--via Dharma.
Now
who might have departed from
whom?
Ted, you do a great disservice to
Beloved T when you indicate
that we do not know what the
precious words are (on page 5).
Further foolishness---you who
discount in ignorance. A forger
could do as well for some year
before last, T published definitions in her newsletter, Portals
of Light. I BELIEVE, TED,
THAT YOU SHOULD GET
ON YOUR KNEES AND BEG
FORGIVENESS OF THOSE
PRECIOUS AND DEVOTED
LIGHTED PEOPLE WHOM I
HONOR FOREMOST.
ARE
YOU NOW SAYING THEY
ARE FABRICATING
LANGUAGE?
We hide naught, why do you
take that which is stupid out of
context-what are you doing to
those blessed ones in Sedona? If
those of my blessed persons
choose, witi all information
carefully studied and digested, to
disccxixitm&‘&dmy brethren, so
be it-BUT’I SHALL STAND
STRONG
BEFORE
YOU

WHO IN DARKNESS DEDECADES
OF
STROY
TRUTH AND WORK DONE
BY THOSE BELOVED ONES
IN SEDONA WHICH .YOU
HAVE
DRAGGED
INTO
coNFLlcT
AND CONTKOVERSY---YOUR
CORRESPONDENCE IS FILLED TO
OVERFLOW WITH DARKNESSANDEVILANDYOU
DELIBERATELY FURTHER
THE
CONFLIcr
WHICH
WILL ULTIMATELY CAUSE
DISCREDITING
OF THEIR
WORK---NOT THIS WORK.
YOU
ONES
ARE
UNGRACIOUS AND HEINOUS
INDEED.
By the way, you missed a Journal--CRUC@IXION OF THE
PHOENIX which is most expressive indeed, about exactly- this
which is perpetrated by you
ones.
Also - the PHOENIX
JOURNAL EXPRESS for those
who want constant updates of
instructions and status of circumstances. We do not stick them in
a convrighted file and threaten
law&&s-~-WE BEG YOU TO
PILFER
REPRINT,
COPY,
DOCUMENT, CONFIRM. DISCREDIT,
SPINDLE
AND
MUTILATE
IF
YOU
SO
CHOOSE.
FuRTHEiR, GIVE

ABUNDANT
CREDlT
TO
ALLWENAMEWITHINTHE
PAGES FOR THEY WILL BE
THERE
BECAUSE
OF
CREDIBILITY WITHIN THE
suBJEcr
AND THEY ARE
WORKING
THEIR
VERY
LlVES INTO DISREPAIR IN
THElR .EFFORTS TO PROTECT YOU SLEEPING PEOPLE.
No, I still maintain that I need
no
information
from the
Councils. But you do! Because
you obyiously do not plan to listen to me, Mr. Burluni.
Yes indezd, I request information sent to America West to
substantiate the work-you and
your bunch,bp$$o! rme $h=

ones, would it not seem logical
to have counter-information--would I be who I say I am if I refused to allow them Earth valid
information with which to defend themselves----or would you
have it as with Jesus Esu Immanuel and railroad them to the
cross???
ASSK, Ted, you and your friends
who compiled this letter are indeed smart--I credit you with
gross idiocy; you sarcastically
hide of your label (name) in the
fun and games attitude of
Dharma and Oberli keeping
theirs silent. We have never divulged names of your ones--do
you think I know not Sister’s
name, or T’s? You not only
pronounced
names (three in
fact), location and all information---after
you gave your
promise to R that you would not
do so. That, sir, is deceptive and
indicates your word is worthless.
You, Ted and friends, you end
correspondence
your second
with “MOST ‘TOOLS’ OF SATAN KNOW IT NOT; THEY
THINK THEMSELVES WISE
$iTETH --fPE&LY
EE
TO THE DELUGE OF LIES
WHICH CAUSE MAN. TO
LINGER ABOUT HIS WORK
AND PREPARATIONS.”
So be it, and we can no longer
utilize time in the nonsense of
tarrying and lingering about our
work and preparations while you
despoil the reputations of those
with whom you work.
THE
JOURNALS WILL STAND ON
THE
TRUTH
OF THAT
WHICH THEY ARE--I KNOW
NOT WHERE YOU ARE GOINGTO STAND!
You further say “I’M SORRY
BUT AREN’T WE MISSING
HERE??
SOMETHING
l3WK.S
PERHAPS???”
StiGGltST YOU LOOK FL&
Wfp%N!

.-

I have one last reply to you, Ted.
You take something completely
out of context and I shall correct
you on this point. You quote
“Sananda’s writing of August 27,
1989”. After leaving out all important supplemental message
you quote, “I say, these works
will bring forth fortunes before
the final trumpet blows.”
Oh, you poor persons. YOU required 55% of the income from
the publishing of these Journals
and Sananda desired them published by Sister that she might
have income for her last years
and establish a base for the
Beloved Gatehouse.
Further,
there are billions of dollars
worth of projects in the
blueprinted format which must
be funded to save your assets
and walk some of you through
this journey into some semblance of re-balance. You are
despicable to twist the words of
the Lord Thy God in such manner and you insult Sister whom
you keep hidden from the truth
of your actions. It is one thing to
pull of yourself down--IT IS ANOTHER TO PULL OF THY
BROTHER DOWN!
You great speakers make fools
of yourselves and effort to pull
beloved ones with whom you
work and live as neighbors, down
into thy dredgings and it is most
portentous indeed. It is not
Dharrna who discredits 44 years
of labor of Sister Thedra--it is
you who claim of her confidence
this day in her very own dwelling.
I suggest you think most carefully indeed, before Entering
that lawsuit--for I am quite
knowledgeable in the legislative
laws as well as the laws of the
Constitution. Further, I have
several very credible lawyers who
have volunteered to counter-sue
you dear ones, for you have
overstepped your boundaries.
You have done Mr. Coo er a
horrendous disservice-I 8 IT
POSSIBLE THAT WAS YOUR

INTENT ALL ALONG?
TO
DISCOUNT
CREDIT BILL CEER7Dx;
SEEMS
THE
ORIGINAL
INFORMATION
CAME
FROM
YOU
AND
NOT
FROM DHARMA!
YOU
SPEAK OUT OF BOTH SIDES
OFTHYMOUTHWITHTHY
FORKED
TONGUE,
MY
FRIENDS. THE PAIN YOU
BRING TO THOSE ABOUT
YOU IS HEINOUS INDEED,
THAT YOU WOULD DARE
TO
DISCREDIT
WHOM YOU CIA&?%
PROTECT. IT WILL NOT BE
THE PHOENLX JOURNALS
KWCH SHALL BE DISCREDITED. SO BE IT!

Let me suggest a possibility for
you readers who do not understand this. THESE CXJSERS
OF TROUBLE ARE M4KING
AN OUT AND OUT EFFORT
TO STOP LIGHTED TRUTH
FROM REACHING THE PUBLIC--WHICH
IS "YOU THE
PEOPLE” AND WLL
TAKE
DOWN
ALL
CREDIBLE
SOURCES ALONG WlTH THE
TARGETED
WUTER
SHALL NOT COME TO PAS::

Go now, that we might take rest
and get on with our work. We
waste of precious time on these
foolish matters but the questions
for explanation have flooded us
and we keep no secrets from you
ones and you deserve to make
your own conclusions-herein is
sufficient information upon
which to base conclusions. We
make no thrust or force, if you
do not like the Journals, so be it-cast them aside as you would
the other with which you disagree or have no interest. Be
very suspect of ones who stop at
nothing to discredit for it indicates great truths within that
which is openly discredited, most
especiahy when they do it in the
name of another who can be
more damaged -than themselves.
Take great thought and caution
J

indeed.
GoodLday in the Light of The
Radiant One,
I AM HATONN
Please attach all relative material from the past weeks as well
as requested documentation.
Thank you.

